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With the end of the year quickly approaching, and the
holiday season just around the corner, parents often
consider adding an additional pet to their family. With
various options as to where to find the perfect pet,
which food to give it, which vet it will go to, and even
naming it, the process in its entirety can be extremely
overwhelming.

It is essential that you do your research thoroughly
and educate yourself about your options. Try to find
the most humane purchase – shelters and rescues. Also,
it is important to note what kind of pet you are looking
for. The breed of your pet is vital to your decision. With
each breed comes different personalities and necessities,
therefore, you must find a breed that is suitable to your
lifestyle.
Here at WOOF! we have simplified the process for
you by educating you on the topics that matter for
pet enthusiasts This issue features how to make your
dog and cat get along, and the benefits of neutering
or spaying your faithful companion. In addition, we have
training tips, glamour products, a veterinarian interview
and of course our inspirational hero’s corner.
We would like to thank you for your support and
interaction. Please email us or visit our social media
pages for questions, comments or advice. Your question
could be featured in our ‘petservation’ column. We
appreciate the privilege of bringing WOOF Magazine
to you.
We look forward to sharing a happy and successful
2015 with all our readers and their furry friends. From
the staff at WOOF! and all their furry friends, we wish
you and your four-legged friends a safe and happy
holiday.

Dina Mahmoud
WOOF! Publisher
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Hope 4 Paws

How to Feed Stray Cats
When some people see a stray
cat on the street, one of their first
instincts is to feed it. Because stray
cats live on the street, they need
to be able to fend for themselves,
otherwise they can lose their
ability to hunt and survive on the
streets.
Follow these three important rules
to feeding stray cats, and you can
help them gain survival skills and
feed them at the same time!
When some people see a stray
cat on the street, one of their first
instincts is to feed it. Because stray
cats live on the street, they need
to be able to fend for themselves,
otherwise they can lose their
ability to hunt and survive on the
streets.
Follow these three important rules
to feeding stray cats, and you can
help them gain survival skills and
feed them at the same time!
1.
If you chose to feed stray cats, you should
only feed them once every other day. This will
force them to continue searching for food for
themselves and increase their survival skills 		
(Feline Friends, 2012).

3.
Always sterilise stray cats. Also known
as Trap, Sterilise and Release (TSR), TSR helps
control the cat population and avoid the suffering of stray cats. Currently, there are hundreds of unwanted kittens born on the streets
and forced to live a life of suffering, diseases,
abuse and starvation.

OW?
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2.
Always feed stray cats near garbage bins
or dumps. This strategy helps the cat to adapt to
different survival skills by finding food in hidden
areas like the garbage (Feline Friends 2012).
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Fosters Needed!
http://ijpr.org

• Fostering saves hundreds of cats annually
• Fostering helps new cat owners learn more
about these incredible creatures

• Fostering can help socialize your shy cat
• It’s a short-term pledge without a long-term
commitment
• The feeling of satisfaction when you know you
have changed a life through the fostering program
Our
Feline Friends
th
cats are all up to date wi
ns and
their shots and vaccinatio
before
are always vet checked
ould a fosadopted or fostered. Sh
rinary attered cat that need vete
be paid
tention, all expenses will
by Feline Friends.
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Benefits of Fostering

• Fostering a cat means that you can help give the
cat confidence and give potential adopters a better idea about their personality.

KN

Feline Friends does not have a big enough facility to
accommodate our furry guests. Therefore, we ask
that anyone who is willing to foster a cat until
a suitable home can be found for her would be
appreciated. Rehoming a cat can take anywhere
from a few days or weeks. On average we are
able to rehome cats in about 2-3 months. Foster
parents help us tremendously by offering their
home to our cats temporarily. With the help of
our volunteers and foster parents, we are able
to help even more cats and kittens.
In 2010 an estimated 500 cats and kittens were
rehomed after being fostered, we could not
have reached this achievement without the help
of our volunteer fosters.
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Hope 4 Paws

Adoption

Gallery
mirror.co.uk

Name: Mikey
Age: 1.5 years old
Gender: Male

Name: Orchid
Age: 14 months old
Gender: Female

Name: Junior
Age: 21 months old
Gender: Male

Name: Valentino
Age: Unknown
Gender: Male

felinefriends.com

Name: Dishi
Age: 4 years old
Gender: Female

Name: Frodo & Patches
Age: 2 years old
Gender:
Frodo: Male
Patches: Female
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Hope 4 Paws

Animal Lovers Wanted
k9friends.ae

Based in the Dubai, United Arab Emirates (UAE),
K9 Friends is a non-profit shelter that helps rescue
and rehome thousands of stay and abandoned
dogs. The UAE Government was kind enough to
provide a functioning facility to keep continue
the initiative, however, with a new facility and an
overwhelming number of stray dogs, the cost of
keeping the shelter functional is increasingly high.

with non-rusting aluminuim would help ease our
stress and keep the dogs from trying to dig under
the fence. This process will be costly for K9 Friends,
as they are a voluntary based organization (K9
Friends, 2014).
If you are interested in helping with renovation
or making a small donation please visit www.
k9friends.com.

At the time the kennel was first made, the fences
were adequate. Now, a few years later, a lot of
renovation needs to be done to maintain the operations of this facility. Ideally replacing the fences

“Your small change will make a big change to our
dogs!” – K9 Friends

For more information
please contact us:
Email:
info@k9friends.com

Tel: +971 (0)4
8878739
Mobile: +971 50
2741949

Postal Address:
K9 Friends
PO Box 72741
Dubai
United Arab Emirates

Hours of Operation
Sat- Thurs: 9:00 - 1:00
Fri: CLOSED

Hope 4 Paws
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Animal Abuse
What should you do?
pixgood.com

Unfortunately animal abuse happens,
although it is an uncommon practice.
So what should you do if you are a
witness to animal abuse?
It’s possible to stop someone from
being cruel to an animal if you act
instantly. It is also possible that the
person acting cruelly can turn their
aggression onto you. Therefore, it is vital
that you assess the situation appropriately.
Is it possible to intervene? Can you
keep calm and collective while trying to
remove the animal from this situation?
These are questions that you must be
able to answer confidently before
approaching an unpleasant situation
such as this (K9 Friends, 2014).
If you are uncertain or do not feel
comfortable addressing the situation
please contact K9 Friends for advice
at +971 (0)4 887 8739 or the Dubai
Municipality at 800 9000.

http://pixgood.com/stop-animal-abuse-slogans.html
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Hope 4 Paws

Adoption Gallery

Name: Flare
Age:3 months
Gender: Male

Name: Pavlova
Age: 1 year old
Gender: Male

Name: Oh Dear
Age: 9 months
Gender: Female

Name: Feonore
Age: 3.5 years old
Gender: Female

Name: Parsnip
Age: 2.5 years old
Gender: Female

Name: Pumpkin
Ate: 1.5 years old
Gender: Male

We have dogs of all ages, colours, shapes and sizes all with different personalities and temperaments. Each dog is assessed to find out what they are like and what sort of home, lifestyle and
environment would suit them best. Each and every animal is considered individually and matched
at point of interview with the most suitable owner. Our homers have a good understanding of our
dogs and will advise you as to the most suitable dogs for your situation.
k9friends.ae
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The Breed Observer

imgkid.com

Ragamuffins
Ancestry: Persian, Birman and Angora
Place of Origin: California, USA
Date of Origin: 1963
Size: Medium to large
Coat Length: Long hair
Body Type: Moderate
Grooming Requirements: Once a week
Talkativeness: Quiet
Activity Level: Low
Affection: Very affectionate
Good With: Everyone
Time Alone: 4-8 hours per day
Attention: Needs average attention
Handling Level: Easy
(IAMS, 2014)

Usually recognized as a large cat, the Ragamuffin is one of the sweetest and strongest cats. At
the age of four, Ragamuffins are fully grown
and are at full maturity. Mature males are at
an average weight of 12 to 20 pounds; mature
females weight an average of 8 to 15 pounds
(IAMS, 2015).
With a rectangular body and a broad chest
and shoulder, the Ragamuffin’s legs are solid,
strong and medium in size.
Although the back legs and the front legs are
not symmetrical in length, they still function
together proportionately to the body. Their
large paws help support their weight and
posture (IAMS, 2015).
With their big round head and moderately
round forehead, the Ragamuffin’s chin is sharply

The Breed Observer
curved to produce a proper bite. Their cheeks are
plump with healthy whisker pads to distinguish their
sweet and innocent look. Their medium sized ears are
slightly slanted forward and sized proportionately to
the head. Their eyes are large and beady showing
an expressive, intelligent and sweet look to this
friendly cat.

Key Notes
As with most pets, the Ragamuffin’s obligations
include a weekly brush-through routine with a
high-quality comb to reduce shedding and prevent
painful matting. Ragamuffins have long soft and
silky fur that can easily get tangled if not brushed
regularly. It is important to ask the breeder if this
cat is of Persian decent, if so, it may require more
grooming as Persian cats have a significantly long
undercoat that is known to easily mat.
Ragamuffins are normally healthy and strong cats,
with no direct proof of any specific breed health
problems. However, since the breed was outcrossed
with the Persian and Ragdoll it is

cats-pictures.org
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likely that there may be some minor health problems
that may be inherited from the Persian and Ragdoll
health problems.
Personality
Known as the ‘teddy bear of cats,’ this people loving
breed is affectionate, cuddly and loving. They enjoy
sitting on the couch with their human parent and
get cuddles and pampering. Known for their mellow and sweet nature, the Ragamuffin is known to
develop a strong attachment to their owners. Their
patient and delightful personality make them an
ideal cat for families with kids – especially that
they are smart and easily to train. They are one
of friendliest breeds of cat and are excellent with
other cats, dogs, kids and strangers.
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The Breed Observer

Cock-A-Poos
Ancestry: Cocker Spaniel and Poodle
Place of Origin: United States
Date of Origin: 1960
Size: Teacup Toy, Toy, Miniature/Mini, &
Maxi
Coat Length: Straight, wavy, Curly (varies
depending on inheritance)
Body Type: Moderate
Grooming Requirements: Varies depending on inheritance
Talkativeness: Mostly Quiet but can act as
an alarm dog
Activity Level: Medium
Affection: Very affectionate
Good With: Everyone
Time Alone: 6-8 hours per day
Attention: Needs average attention
Handling Level: Easy
(IAMS, 2014)

The descendent of the Poodle and the Cocker
Spaniel, the Cock-a-Poo is a perfect combination
between the friendly fun-loving breed and
the intelligent and easily trainable breed. The
Cock-a-Poo has a sweet, adorable face with a
medium snout and strong legs to support their
weight.
Depending on the breed of Poodle that they
descended from, the Cock-a-Poo varies in weight
from a tea cup toy (under 6 pounds), Toy (under
12 pounds), Miniature (13-18 pounds) and Maxi
(over 19 pounds). Cock-a-Poos hair varies from
dog to dog. Some dogs may have a sleeker
coat, similar to the Cocker Spaniel while others
might have Poodle-like hair which varies from
straight, curly or wavy. Although their coat is
less likely to shed, the Cock-a-Poo hair can be
easily tangled, therefore, regular grooming with
a metal brush is required to maintain their soft
coat and remove any filth or dirt.

The Cock-a-Poo coat comes in varying colours
including; black, tan/beige, apricot red, brown
(varying from light to dark), Sable (brown with
shades of black), cream, white and more. They
can come in a solid colour or with spots, freckles
or patches of another colour.
Keynote
Some Cock-a-Poos pose as an alarm dogs,
though they are not known to be barkers, some
however, will bark when the doorbell rings or
if someone approaches them. They are an all
rounded friendly and affectionate dogs who love
to cuddle and have a strong relationship with
their owners. As a result, the Cock-a-Poo is an
ideal companion dog that is good with other pets,
dogs, children and seniors. A benefit to owning
a Cock-a-Poo is that they are non-shedding,
hypoallergenic dogs. This means that any person
with dog allergies is unlikely to get an allergic
reaction from this specific breed.

The Breed Observer
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Similar to any other dog, Cock-a-Poos
can easily become bored due to their
moderate energy level. Daily walks and
exercises are necessary to keep release
this fun-loving dog of its hyper activity.
The Cock-a-Poo is an incredibly smart and
talented breed; they are easy to train,
adapt quickly to change and understand
boundaries with due time.
Although they are not a demanding or
difficult breed to handle, the Cock-a-Poo
can come with some health risks, varying
from their descendants. Some popular
health risks amongst this breed are;
Cataracts: Can result in poor vision with
old age
Hip Dysplasia: A hereditary hip joint
condition that can be painful with old
age
Allergies: Three main type of allergies
that can affect the Cock-a-Poo are - Food
allergies, contact allergies and inhalant
allergies.
Ear Infections: Due to their floppy ears, an
infection can occur from trapped moisture,
dirt and debris in the ear.

Personality
The Cock-A-Poo serves as a companion dog,
thus, he is incredibly friendly and happy. With
an outgoing nature, his calm and cool temperment
makes him easy to get along with by other dogs,
pets, kids or seniors. He enjoys exercising and
socializing with other dogs, but he also has no
problem cuddling with his human companion
and offering his affection. Like any other dog,
Cock-A-Poo puppies require early socialization, exercise and exposure to sights, sounds
and experiences in order to ensure that they
grow up to be well rounded adult dogs. Well
rounded Adult Cock-A-Poos tend to be

observant, approachable and clever, an ideal
personality that is easy to handle.
Due to his Poodle ancestor, the Cock-A-Poo is
a particularly intelligent breed and is easily
adaptable to any situation, though he can suffer
from separation anxiety. Cock-A-Poos are easily
attached to their owner and can suffer from
stress if they are left alone for too long. Some
stresses can include barking, crying, howling
and temporary depression.
Aside from that, Cock-A-Poos have a unique
enthusiasm for life that is highly contagious –
these guys are just plain happy to be alive!
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Is your dog driving you crazy?
We can fix that!
Best Friends Dog Obedience offers first class
obedience classes and training courses
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to make your dog the best that he can be!
Visit us at: bfdogobedience.com to book
your appointment today!
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Your Furry Friend & You

DOGS VS CATS

How to Keep Peace at
Home

From a young age, kids have always been raised

to believe the stereotypical relationship between
cats and dogs. The cliché is usually an image
involving a cat running as fast as possible from
an angry dog. This idea grows with us into our
adulthood, unless we have actually experienced
the relationship between cats and dogs. Once you
learn the truth about the canine-feline relationships,
you will begin to see cats and dogs from a different
angle.
Why do some dogs chase cats?
Some dogs may be territorial or may have high preydrive instincts, these tendencies can cause them to act

out against a cat. For example, if a cat acts aggressively or hisses at a dog due to her own insecurities,
it may instigate a dog to act in the common notion to
chase the cat. This concept is referred to as ‘predatory aggression.’
Predatory aggression is a term that is described as
dogs who stalk, chase, catch, bite or even kill. These
types of dogs need professional trainers for appropriate discipline.
Keep in mind the age of the dog. If it is an older
dog, it is likely that it will need re-socializing in order
to keep peace in the house.

Your Furry Friend & You
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If it is still a puppy or a young dog, it is likely that
they just want to play with the cat, and the cat may
not want to play (Pedigree, 2014).

they will learn to live peacefully with each other
and will eventually become friends (Pedigree,
2014).

Canine and feline body language
Dogs and cats are different in so many ways, for
this reason it is important that before they become
roommates, they understand each other and hopefully become friends. Take for example their body
language; a dog wagging his tail is usually a sign
of happiness, whereas when a cat swishes her tail
it usually means she is irritated. This is simple signs
for dogs and cats to understand each other.
Similarly, how can a cat know if the dog is angry
if he is growling without showing aggressive
body language? A cat can confuse this for purring
– which for cats, is a cause of pleasure. These body
languages will take some time to understand, but
as with all matter, time heals everything and with
due time, as your cat and dog grow up together,

Feeding Time
Once your dog and cat become pals, it is likely
that their food bowls are beside each other. It is
essential that you have a close eye on your pets
during feeding time because there is a chance that
they might steal food from each other. Remember,
cat food is designed for the dietary needs of cats
and dog food is designed for the dietary needs
of dogs The easiest way to control feeding time
amongst your pets is to separate them so they can
both eat peacefully.

www.dreamstime.com

It is important to note that cats are social animals, but
not as social as dogs, this could be another factor in
the canine-feline relationship.
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Feature Story

NEUTERING YOUR PET
Why it’s Important
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Feature Story

Are you considering adding a new cat or
dog to your family? One of the most important choices for your pet’s wellbeing is spaying
or neutering.

In countries such as the United States of America

and Canada, neutering/spaying has become a
common amongst most pet owners. This is a result of
government regulation which charges a smaller fee
for those who have their pets neutered or spayed.
Though some argue that neutering or spaying a pet is
a cruel act of human indecency, the decision to spay
or neuter your pet will be one of the biggest and
most important decision for your pet’s health and for
the pet owners- and it is likely that this decision can
easily be the best and most important decision for his
health and wellbeing.
What is spaying?
According to the American Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA), spaying is a medical
procedure in which the ovaries and uterus of a female
pet is removed. The process involves little to no
hospitalization time and provides a lifetime of health
benefits (ASPCA, 2014).
What is neutering?
Similar to female pets, neutering is the equivalent of
spaying for the male pet. This procedure requires no
hospitalization time and is essentially, the removal of
the testicles of your male pet (ASPA, 2014).
Why is it important?
It is important to understand the lifelong benefits of
neutering and spaying your pet. Though some people
believe that spaying and neutering is an act of animal
cruelty, and that it is unkind to deny an animal the right
to reproduce, consider the following top ten reasons to
neuter/spay your pet:
1.

Your pet will have a chance at an extended
and hearty life.
Castrating your female pet can avoid the risk of
uterine infections and breast cancer. These illnesses
can be terminal (in about 50 percent of dogs and
90 percent of cats) due to the high medical fees and
in-surgery complications. Castrating your female pet

prior to her first menstrual cycle provides a lifetime of
prevented illnesses and lasting health benefits. (ASPA,
2014).
2.

Neutering your pet will prevent future illnesses.
Neutering your pet can not only prevent unwanted
litters, but it can also prevent testicular cancer – if the
procedure is done before the age of six months (ASPA,
2014).
3.

Your pets will no longer go through menstruation
cycles.
Although menstruation cycles may differ in time,
female cats usually menstruate 4-5 days every 3
weeks during mating season. This is the intuition in
order to find a mate. This results in menstruating and
urinating in the house (ASPA, 2014).
4.
Your male dog won’t wander from home.
An unneutered male dog will do whatever he can to
mate. Unfixed male dogs will do anything to mate, this
includes escaping home by digging a tunnel under a
fence or through the dog door. Once he is free, he is
likely to risk injury, accident, fight with other animals
or even gets lost. Neutering your dog helps contain his
urges and prevents him for roaming away from home
(ASPA, 2014).
5.
Your pet‘s behaviour will change.
Steralized pets tend to have a more loving and
nurturing behaviour towards their human families.
Whereas unneutered pets are extremely territorial
and can become highly aggressive. Behaviour problems in unneutered dogs and cats can include fighting,
jealousy and urinating all over the house to mark their
territory (ASPA, 2014).
6.
Pets gaining weight due to sterilization is a
MYTH.
The rumour that your pet will gain weight after the
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A succulent meal that is almost as fancy
as he is.
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Feature Story

DID YOU KNOW?
In the United States, more
than 2.7 million healthy
adoptable cats and dogs
are euthanized in shelters
annually.

procedure is a myth. Like humans, dogs and cats
need exercise and a good nutritional diet in order to
maintain a healthy weight. Your pet will continue to be
healthy and strong providing they are given proper
exercise and healthy food with proper portions (ASPA,
2014).
7.
The procedure is economical.
In recent times, spaying or neutering your pet has
become inexpensive. In fact, the procedure is much
more affordable than the expenses of having a litter
or the fees it will cost to treat your unneutered male,
when he escapes and has an alteraction with the local strays. In some places including the United Arab
Emirates, neutering and spaying can cost almost
nothing as veterinary professionals are willing to
volunteer their time during some of the procedures
(ASPA, 2014).
8.
Your community will thank you.
Unneutered pets are likely to roam the neighbourhood
which can cause accidents, stray fights (that can result
in serious injuries or even death) and even frightening
children. Neutering and spaying can vastly eliminate
the number of street animals in the community (ASPA,
2014).
9.

Spaying and neutering saves animal lives.

Millions of pets are euthanized due to the outstanding
number of strays in animal shelters around the world,
yearly. The spaying and neutering of pets, prevents
unwanted litters that if not sold will end up in the shelters.
If the shelter is in high demand due to an overwhelming
number of abandoned pets, the current shelter animals
would have to euthanize in order to save more animals
(ASPA, 2014).
10.
Shelters will have more space to 		
accommodate more needy animals.
A fixed pet means a happy pet and a happy pet
owner. Pet owners are very unlikely to abandon their
pet if they are neutered or spayed, because they
don’t produce unwanted litters in addition to their
well-behaved and aggressive-free nature (ASPA,
2014).
Still not convinced?
In every community there are homeless animals.
In the United States alone, there’s a projected
6-8 million homeless animals being admitted to
shelters annually. Unfortunately, an estimated 50%
of shelter animals are adopted; the remaining
un-adopted animals sadly get euthanized. According to the ASPCA, the majority of homeless animals
are puppies and kittens who were abandoned by pet
owners who couldn’t sell them (ASPCA, 2014).

Convenient delivery right to your doorstep
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We deliver to all 7 Emirates - 7 days a week.
just to make it easier for you!
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Vets on Pets

pets

thewaylifeis.com

Dr. Ingy Osman

Working as a Veterinarian at Pet Corner, Dr. Ingy Osman has dedicated
her life to helping and healing sick animals. WOOF! caught up with the
busy doctor to discuss what she does and why she does it.
What do you do for a living?
I do what I can to heal sick animals and put up
with their humans (jobshadow, 2014).

the result of your work in saving this animal gives
meaning to a human’s life – then I have somehow
made an impact on two lives instead of one and
that is what it’s all about. The most rewarding
What does your work require?
feeling is when some little old lady comes in here
I come to the office at 7:30am and my patients
and gives me a hug because I have saved her
come for the first appointment at 8:30am. I spend life. It is the most
two hours daily on routine surgical procedures;
Some people think it’s about money; the most
spay, neutering, ear trips, tail docks etc. My more rewarding thing to me is what I do for the animal
complex surgeries have to take an appointment
and their human companions.
in advance and they can take as much as the
whole morning to complete. After lunch I spend
What do you dislike about what you do?
the rest of the day doing daily check-ups on my
The biggest thing I dislike about my job is dealing
patients, and answering emails and doing some
with the public. I don’t have a problem with the
administrative work.
working hours, or the work itself, but my biggest
pet peeve is when complain about their bill or
What do you like about what you do?
have an overall bad attitude. Some people can
I like to be challenged in helping an animal. For
just come in and completely ruin your day, this is
example, if I succeed in a difficult surgery, I get
probably why I chose to work with animals rather
a huge feeling of satisfaction when I know that I
than humans.
have saved or prolonged the life of an animal.
You know, saving an animal’s life is one thing, but
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How would you describe what you do?
Animals can’t verbally communicate with you,
they can’t express their pain as humans can. The
most difficult part of my job would probably
be diagnosing the animal. They don’t have full
capability to tell you what they are feeling
or where it hurts. Part of my job, perhaps the

Vets on Pets

hardest part of my job is to diagnose the sick
animal. In veterinary medicine, there are two
things that you must do; treat the animal and
use psychology on the owner. I try to lighten the
mood and encourage the owner with positive
thoughts to help them help their animal. It works
100% of the time.
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Training Tips

8 Simple Tips to Training
Your New Puppy

totallydogtraining.com

So you’ve finally brought your new puppy home...
Congratulations!
A puppy is not all fun and games, considering that
your carpet is now stained with a pattern of yellow
substance and that your shoes have become your
puppy’s new breakfast; you’ve got a lot of work
to do! To make life simple for you, here are some
training tips to help you tackle your fur baby.
1. Decide on the “house rules.”

It is always a good thing to set boundaries
ahead of time. Just like kids, dogs have the
capability to make a mess or destroy valuable
or cherished items. Setting house rules and enforcing them at a young age will help the puppy
adapt to your rules and his/her new life. Are
there parts of the house that are off limits? Is he
allowed on the furniture?
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Training Tips
These are things to consider before bringing your
puppy home.
2. Set up his private den.
Like humans, dogs need their own space. So it is
always a good idea to give him a small corner
with his bed and toys that is his own personal
‘room’. Aside from a desire for his own space,
having a private area for your dog will help
their confidence and relieve any separation
anxiety. This will help him feel more comfortable
when he is left alone. When he is consistent with
his ‘room’ routine, reward him for his good
behaviour.
3. Help him relax when he comes home.
Puppies are always frightened and stressed
when coming to their new home. After all, they
don’t know who you are and are too young to
understand what is going on. If your puppy is
still a few of months old, you can always relieve
his stress by giving him warm water and a clock
beside him. The sound of the ticking from the
clock will imitate the heat and heartbeats of his
brothers and sisters when they were together in
their litter. This will be particularly soothing for
your puppy.
4. Teach him to come when called.
Once he learns what his name is, teach him to
come when he is called. “Come Arthur,” “Good
Boy” are the main phrases you should use when
teaching him to come when called. When your
puppy learns to come to you, by using his name,
your status as ‘pack leader’ will be earned. Once
your puppy has learned his name and learned
to come on demand, he must be rewarded with
positive reinforcement. Continue to do this, even
when he is busy playing with his toys to plant this
command in his head.
5. Reward his good behavior.

A puppy will always respond as long as there is
an incentive. You can always reward your dog
for good behaviour by using treats, toys, or even
loads of praises. Dogs are simple and something such as saying, “good boy,” will help
them understand that they did the right thing.
Likewise, never reward bad behaviour as it will
confuse them.
6. Teach him on “dog time.
“Puppies and dogs live in the moment” (Pedigree,
2014). When he does something bad, it is vital that
you enforce your training technique at that moment.
A minute or two minutes after he has done his crime, it
is forgotten about and punishing him for something
he did two minutes ago will cause him confusion.
Be consistent with his training and stay on dog
time.
7. Discourage him from biting or nipping.
Like babies, puppies also teeth and lose the
ir baby teeth to grow permanent ones. This
process can be uncomfortable for your dog.
Therefore, you will often find him biting or
nibbling on things he shouldn’t be biting. You can
distract your pup from biting by throwing toys his
way, taking him for walks or buy him some chew
toys to help sooth his gums.
8. Exercise and socialize your dog.
Just like children, puppies and dogs are always
full of energy and ready to play. Take your furry
friend for a nice walk or to the park to meet and
socialize with other friends. Interaction with other
dogs will help your puppy gain confidence and
learn to socialize with other dogs and lose any
aggression. After your walk or park visit, your dog
will be exhausted and will likely take the rest of
the night off. Trust us on this, you will thank us later.
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Glamour Pets

5 Must-Have Items for Grooming Your Pet
Want to avoid the pesky prices of professional grooming? Here
are a few tips and recommended products to help you with
grooming your furry friend at home.
The Furminator
This deshedding tool helps reduce shedding by up to 90%. This
product is used by veterinarians, groomers and pet professionals
and is guaranteed to get the pesky excess hair off your dog and
into the garbage.
Features:
• Long stainless steel edge, easily reaches undercoat of long
haired dogs
• Features a FURejector button that self-cleans and removes unwanted and lose hair with ease.
• Has an easy handle grip

Angels’ Eyes
This yummy delight is a combination of flavour and comfort suitable for dogs with sensitive, leaky eyes. With just a
few sprinkles on the food daily, results are visible within 3-5
weeks.
Features:
•Successfully removes tear stains to give your pet tear-free and
stain-free eyes
•Helps produce a brighter and clearer coat
•100% Free of wheat and dye
•Chicken Formula
•Safe for both dogs and cats

petsmart.ca
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Glamour Pets

Pet Head
With an oatmeal baking soda recipe, this doggie shampoo is sure to
glamourize your pet inside out. This special formula helps eliminate odors
and loose fur while helping moisturize your dog and relieve him of itchy,
dry skin.
Features:
•Relieves dry and itchy skin
•Special oatmeal baking soda
•Helps remove loose fur
•Fresh Breeze scent

Millers Forge Pet Nail Trimmers and Clippers
High quality stainless steel clippers are made with a wider
blade space to help make clipping large dog’s nails an easy
task.
Features:
•Professional European-made clippers
•Easy grip handles
•Wide blade space

GNC Essentials
This all natural extracts ear wipes with aloe and which hazel removes
stubborn dirt and odor from your dog’s ears.
Features
•Gentle on ears
•Supports good hygiene
•Limited chemical ingredients included
•For use in ear canal only
•Use twice daily for best results
petsmart.ca
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Hero’s Corner

‘Angel’ the Guardian Angel
Angel, an 18-month old Golden Retriever is
being hailed as a hero after she heroically
saved her owner Austin.
In Vancouver, Canada, Austin Foreman was
in his backyard collecting wood fire. On any
other day, Angel would go to the backyard
with Austin and run around and play in the
snow, Austin finishes his duties. However, on
the night of January 3, 2010, Angel was

behaving differently; she was walking beside Austin in an extremely protective mode.
Her behaviour became clear when the family
realized that a cougar was in their backyard
preparing to attack 11-year old Austin.
Angel was quick to respond by throwing
herself in front of Austin and the cougar
that was seconds away from attacking him.
Austin ran hysterically into the house to tell
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Hero’s Corner
his parents. Sherri Foreman, Austin’s mother
remem bers the traumatic event, “Austin came
into the house very upset, and I had to get
him to calm down so I could understand what
he was saying. Finally he said ‘there’s a cougar
eating Angel.”
Anger and the cougar continued to fight
under the family deck as Austin’s mother
called 911. An officer nearby came to their
aid within one minute and shot the cougar
twice, however, the large cat continued its
attack. The officer went closer to the cougar
and fired another shot that finally killed it.
Angel’s injuries around her neck, face and eyes
seemed fatal, she was silent and motionless.
Suddenly, she took a big breath of air and
got up and walked to Austin to make sure
that he was alright. After ensuring her little
buddy was safe, she finally lay down barking,

whimpering and howling in pain.
Angel was taken to the Sardis Animal Hospital with deep cuts and serious injuries. Dr. Jack
Anvik, Angel’s doctor, claimed that if the officer
came a minute later, Angel would have likely
succumbed to her injuries from the cougar attack
(Foreman, 2010).
Angel had a speedy recovery after the
incident, and the family is thankful to their
guardian angel that saved their little boy
and survived this horrifying ordeal.

“What counts is not necessarily the size of

the dog in the fight- its the size of the fight in

”

the dog - Dwight D. Eisenhower
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P e t s e r
Discussions by pet owners for pet owners.. Join our conversation!
My dog hates other dogs... HELP!
Adel: My dog is shy and doesn’t
like to socialize with other
dogs. I have tried walking her
publicly, taking her to the park
and I even took her to daycare,
nothing seems to work! She is
extremely nervous and hides
behind me. She is a rescue dog..
How can I help her overcome
her anxiety?

Omar: My dog had the same problem.
I started by
bringing 1 dog at a time to my home
to socialize him. Eventually I got my
friend’s to bring their dogs over for a
playdate. Once he was comfortable
we took them to an open space to
play. He was uncomfortable for the
first few minutes but adapted eventually. Just make sure that your dog has
good behavioural habits and monitor
his behaviour during his playdates.

Potty Training Your Rabbit
Omaima: I heard that it’s
possible to potty train rabbits… I am sick of cleaning
every part of his cage when
I can (hopefully) only have to
clean the potty so frequently.
Any ideas on how I can train
my bunny?

Mohamed: It’s possible to potty
train rabbits, but it will take time
and patience. I got my rabbit a
potty that is attachable to her
cage. I put some woodchips in the
potty and placed some of her
droppings in, so that she can react
to the scent. It took her about a
week to get the hang of it. Good
Luck!

Save money with homemade dog food
David: My dog has boycotted the
food I am giving her. Apart from
her being a picky eater, buying
a good healthy bag of dog food
comes at a price. I am trying to
cut down our expenses by making
some delicious and healthy wet
food to mix in with the dry. I have
tried a few things, but looking to
change things up every once in
a while. Has anyone made dog
food that they can recommend?

Dalia: I have resorted to homemade
food for my dog because she is a
picky eater and drives me crazy
during meal time. This recipe seems
to be a success with my girl.
Boil protein (chicken, liver, heart etc.)
Add any amount of (dog friendly)
vegetables (zucchini, sweet potato,w
carrots etc.)
Let it simmer
I put a few spoons of this stew and
mix it with the dry food. My dog
absolutely loves this meal and eats it
right up!

v a t i o n s
Pet of the Month

December’s pets of the month are Pirlo and Ziggy. Pirlo is an
extremely loving and friendly dog. He likes to spend much of his
days cuddling, watching television and meeting his friends at the
park. He has no problem sharing his food, his bed, his home or his
mommy with his best friend Ziggy.
In addition to this, his calm and soft nature landed him a voluntary
role in a retirement home where he spent some quality time with
the elderly.
Contrary to what people believe about German Shepherd,
Ziggy is enthusiastic about life and is all-around a fun and happy dog. Aside from running and chasing her friends around,
Ziggy also enjoys napping and wrestling. Her peaceful yet
playful temperment and welcoming energy has made her one
of the most popular dogs in her local dog park. Though she is
loving and peaceful, she can be very protective of her best
friend Pirlo.

My cat is fat!
Doaa: My cat is probably the laziest
cat in the world; as a result he has also
earned the title of the most overweight
cat to ever live. Can anyone advise me
on how I can get my cat back in shape
and to avoid excessive eating?

Sandy: You can try to reduce the
food portion, or even change the
food to a low calorie diet food. He
will be fussy at first with the food
but he will eventually eat it. If that
doesn’t work, I recommend that
you take him for a check-up.
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